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A 3-D stress-strain relation for glassy polymers

T.A. Tervoort, M. Brekelmans and L.E. Govaert

Centrc for Polymers and Composites, Eindhoven
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Sumtrtrry.
rn constitutive equations foÍ fmitc elastic-plastic defcnerion of pot),EcÍs
tle elasdc pan of the defoÍmation is usualy formulated Uy assuming an
isotropic rclaton beNe€n the Jaumann rato of the Cauchy_stress tensor and
the rate of strain tensoÍ. The Jaumann-stress Íaie boweveÍ is known ro
display aphysicát behaviour in the elastic Í€gion. In rhis paper we will
deÍive a "compÍessible-r,eonov moder" which reduc"s o't}à Jau.ann-sress
TT 

!n ti" limit of comptele plastic defamatio, bur is also ceeble of
giving a coÍÍect cbscription of tàe elastic rcgim.

In potymeÍ Íheology it is now recognized th4t coDstiultive equatioos rr€ most naurally fcmulared using
evolutim equarions fo( slate vaÍiebles t2 

lthe variables rbat deteÍnine the Helmholtr-ftioe onergy (A) of tlre
syslem). Jongschaap2 derived a foruralisur which describes how extÊÍnal ftrte vruiables (the velocify gradicnt
L) and external forces (the Cauchy-suess tensor c) arc coupled to the firte of change of the state variables
and the intemal tbeÍmodynamic forces (deÍivatives of óe ftee energy with Íespect !o the state vaÍiables). An
importaot coocept in this fomulism is that of macroscopic time reversal where one determines to what
extend the Írte of chÍrnge of the síate variables and the sress tensoÍ q arc effected by a ÍeveÍsal of the
macroscopic external velocity gradient t. Here it should be noted that any frrnction f(t) nay be decomposed
in an even paÍ f. atrd an odd paÍ f'according o:

f0J = f'&) + f'(t) = v2(fu + fGL)) + yr(f(L) - fCD) (rlus L= Lperdefrnition)

From the notion that the statre vaÍiables are even per definition and due !o the second law of themndynamics
the dissipation function2 is also even, tie formalism describes how a constitutive eouation can be decom-
poced as follows:

-sl Í, l
É- | tzl

Wbere it is assumed that tle sÍate variable detemrining the free energy is a second order tensor S with an
associÀted óermodynamic force M (p is the density). Tbe fourth-order Ensor $ ^ and p are even witl
rcspect 3o L.
One important result is that the reversible (elastic) part of tbe sÍess tenstr, q', is coupled io tb€ Í€versible
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-Y*- (odd) p8Ít of the ratÊ of change of the stat€ varióle, S:

í ' = a ' = E : M  = M : l r

We will now use this formalism to derive a constiÍutive relation that gives a correct description of the elastic

as well as 0re plastic behaviour of polymers assuming drat the volume Íesponse remains puÍe elastic' we will

us€ polycaÍbonate as a model system to compaÍe some of the existing models'

i; ,Ë ;r* of isotropic elastic behaviour one can assume ltrat the state vaÍiable deermining the free energy

is the left-Cauchy-Green-deformation tensor E B = E.Er (F is the defomurion gradient).

Because of isotÍoPY we tben have:

A = Aoa, IIa, III8) Io = rr(D, llr= vllr2 - tÍ(B.D), IIIE = 6e119;

The theÍmodyna.nic force theÍefore equals:

= p(o,l - c-z(tr(ê)! - 4; * crrder(4)!-r)

llcre, q are óe derivadves of the free euergy with Íespect to the invaÍiants of B'

FÍof,r kineÍEtics we klow that Óe upper 
"on"""ted 

oÍ Tnresdell derivative of B equals 0 and this leads us to

tle evolution equation for B:

È = t _ - n * E L ' = L L À* =6n8" *BrEr,

Since we have no dissipation g and g aÍe Q and the constitutive equation for elastic behaviour follows

directly from (t) and (2): 
_

lO 
= M:rr = 2p(a'tdet1@)l - 1c.,, * artr6l1B - s'$)

tv

[ 4  
= 0

This is the well-known expression for Green-elastic behaviour'

Because we want to develop an expression foÍ elaslic-plastic behaviour where tbe volume response rs puÍe

elastic, we now consideÍ the case of pure elastic behaviour wheÍe the volume defomution is independent of

Á" 
"n-ga 

of shape. Because of the in6ependent volurne defornntion we assume that the fÍee energy is

O"Lr-i"iC by twà sAte variables: the relative volume deformadon J (J = det(E) (for convenience we will

use l! instead of D and the left-Cauchy-G-reen defomation tensoÍ at const nt volume B', B' = J{B- In the

case of isoÍÍopic behaviouÍ we Íhen have':

A = A(J, Is' , IIE. ) (III'. = det($) = 1;

There are now two conjugated thermodynamic foÍces, one Íelai€d to the volume deformation (N) and one

Íelated to the shape deformadon OD:

o='[#= +'(#), and M ='[+] = pFit . o;trort - r'r)
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Rom kinemadcs we have:

The constitutive equation tlerefore becomes:

I'

ls 
= a,u * M:t =*[#j, . olzo;n"

l t i ' = v o . p ' * p ' . 7 0

lit =i,,-af -

t i  =J t r (DI=J ! ! :L  and E =Lo. .o .  +B. .Ld ,=N:L  tE  = l -?a l l

t zai(tr(B')E)o - z"i@.,\,) = q^ * s,
(3)

f Pglt be exPected fte hydÍosÍatic stress is determined solely by Íle volume defom|arion, whereas rledeviatoric stress is govemed by !..
The evolution equation for !'nray also be written as:

c

a' = D".8. - g,.D" ,hrrc 
on. 

is the Jaumann rarc oÍ B. , i. = p. _ W.B. _ Bzw,

In case of plastic deform'ation we now álssume Íhat the accumulation of elasdc strain (at constant volume) isrcduced because of the existence of a (deviatoric) plastic srrain ra" 4r. fn. 
"uo-furloï.qLÍï" 

,", A.therefore changes to (note thar the plastic spin equats 0), 
--

Ê', = a" - e).8: - 8.,.(p" - p,) (4)

FoÍ polymers in general and porycaÍbonate special it is rnown. that tie plastic-suain rate q is weldescribed by an EyÍing-flow process:

W
I  t - 2

9d = ZnQIn) Q, ; where 1el) -,410 __l|1:. _

I  nrl
sinnl I i I

(rJ ztó J

For polycaÍbonaE we have A = 8.ó ldo s and to = 0.g56 Mpa..

A constitutive equation for elastic-plastic behaviour wiÍI an elastic-volume response is now obtained bycombining the equadon for erastic behaviour (3) wió the new lvorution equation for !j i+).w" *il 
"rro-"dT! dr' = 0 (physical linqr etasric behaviourj ano taentirying iÀa,' wit ,t" J"* .fuií, ï_o

Po(à A/àr; witl K(J - l) (wherc K is the bulkmoduruo *. n"""" i"t sna, volume defom'dons, J = I):

3 = * ( r - l [ + G ! . ' d
B.'= @d - 4). B.'+ &' . (Do - q)

rI = rr(DI

Eo = 2n0IJ4

Vy'e can now compaÍe our model witb the widely used Jaumann-sress-raE equation5:

\ ( I I - )  o
--E- g * 9d = ZnUIg,)D together with flA =3Ktr@)
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and the upper-convected equivalent of this:

n (//*) V

+ ! * fo = Zn?lr)D :ad =T togetherwith trís) =3KtíD)

? -0.5

E

*  - r
b

::..
i : j j

:::

a.i.-
i : , . ,

As an exanple we will calculate Lbe ooínal-stress response of the thÍee models for a plane-stÍess-sheáÍ

defomration (plane-stress condition in óe z-direction). Tbe Young's modulus of polycaÍbooate E = 2400 MPa

and the Poisrcn consumt v = 0.33.

\ ív'1

Calculations show that Íbe three models give virtua.lly the same shear-stress response. The noÍtna.l stÍ€sses

bowever differ, as can be seen from the IiguÍe.
It is knownó tlat the uppeÍ-convected model gives a good description of the elastic behaviouÍ, but apparently

fails to describ€ the (experimentally observed) nomral sress duÍing plastic defomlation. Tbe Jaunann model

on the other hand gives a Íeasonable description of the nomul stÍess, but is not capable of captuÍing the

correct elastic behaviouf. OuÍ "compÍessible I-eonov model" provides a natural link between tbese two

€xEemes.
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